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Summary

Introduction In Gnapheus’ Latin plays, the Reformation and the ideological
conflict with the Roman Catholic Church are important aspects. I have inves-
tigated the reform message in his plays and I have researched which groups
within the evangelical movement receive Gnapheus’ attention, both in a po-
sitive and a negative way, and what groups are ignored. With the help of
sixteenth-century reports and current models of communication, I have also
tried to assess the impact his comedies had on both spectators and readers.
Finally I have analysed what rhetorical tools or what strategy in general Gna-
pheus used to amplify the effect of his ideological message.

Theoretical framework and approach The tempestuous ideological struggle
in the sixteenth century in no way resembles the ‘rational-critical debate’ Ha-
bermas describes in his The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere.
Still his concept of the public sphere remains an acceptable model for the
period of the Reformation when there was a lively public debate, in which
large groups partook. The public sphere in which Gnapheus performed his
plays were a. the Latin schools, b. his hometown, and c. the Republic of
Letters. Gnapheus was also a familiar face as the local opinion leader in two
supra-local communities, both in reformed circles and in the aforementioned
social network of the humanists. The former he mostly addresses in Dutch,
the latter in Latin. To establish the effect of Gnapheus’ dramatic plays, I have
used Klapper’s limited effects theory alongside the contemporary reports, the
number of printings and the circulation.

Life and work Gnapheus worked at the Latin school of The Hague and was
an active member of the evangelical movement in the Low Countries. Apart
from the well-known Latin comedy Acolastus he wrote anti-clerical and anti-
Catholic pamphlets. He was suspected of Lutheranism and fled from the Low
Countries.
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Gnapheus’ life in Elbing, West-Prussia - which was Catholic, but much
more tolerant - was characterized by the Latin school and the humanist edu-
cational ideal. Yet he soon came to be known as a Sacramentarian and an
Anabaptist and he moved to Königsberg in Lutheran East-Prussia. Again,
he became headmaster of a Latin school, but now he also taught Theology.
He had his anticlerical and anti-Catholic Hypocrisis performed and wrote the
martyrology of Jan de Bakker.

An animosity with strict Lutherans such as Reiche and Staphylus, ended in
a heresy trial, and resulted in his excommunication from the Lutheran Church.
Gnapheus left Königsberg and tried his luck in the court of countess Anna of
East-Frisia in Emden, where a Dutch refugee church was situated and where
pamphlets, meant for the Low Countries were printed. Gnapheus again started
writing Dutch pamphlets and he issued his Antilogia, a firm polemic against
the Lutherans who excommunicated him.

Acolastus Acolastus is one of the best known plays of the sixteenth century.
It dramatizes the parable of the prodigal son. Gnapheus omits the negative
character of the jealous eldest brother, who was identified with the Roman Ca-
tholic clergy in reformed circles. This way, he seems to avoid a blunt polemic,
yet by omitting the character he might just emphasize it.

Papeus and Nashe associated Gnapheus’ drama with the evangelical move-
ment. Still the play was both appreciated by Catholics and protestants. This
fact, and the remarkably large distribution, amplify the effect on the public
enormously.

The morality play of the rhetoricians Gnapheus borrowed a lot from ver-
nacular theatre. His comedies follow the basic form of morality plays (that is,
mankind’s allegorical pilgrimage from ignorance, to sin, and finally to salva-
tion). They contain standard scenes from vernacular theatre, like the tavern
scene in Acolastus, the interior-scene in Morosophus en the tableau vivant in
Hypocrisis. The plays teem with allegorical characters: the virtues Contrition
and Wisdom, the devil Philautus and the vices (in Dutch sinnekens) Pam-
phagus, Pantolabus, Ate and Alecto. By using such well known vernacular
conventions, Gnapheus opens his Latin plays up to a broader public and he
amplifies the effect of the reform message on the audience.

Eloquentiae Triumphus Eloquentiae Triumphus propagates the idea that
scholasticism is old news; humanism on the other hand is being presented
as the new hype. He links Catholicism to the loosing party of the scholastic
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philosophers; in humanism, the evangelical movement lies hidden. This is only
made clear in the Latin text. The religious undertone is not exemplified by
visual effects.

Eloquentiae Triumphus was, next to Acolastus, Gnapheus’ most influential
play. It was staged and printed relatively often and it represented the views of
a broad public: humanists (whatever their religious background), Lutherans
and evangelical believers in general. It was not anti-Catholic, anti-clerical at
most.

Erasmus Humanism and the best-sellers of Erasmus predominate in Gna-
pheus’ writings in Elbing. The reform message was temporarily pushed to
the background. Still Gnapheus’ religious conviction shows in the choices he
makes. Morosophus, for example is amongst others an adaptation for the the-
atre of Erasmus’ Praise of Folly, which contains anti-clerical and anti-Catholic
passages, and his adage ‘Sileni Alcibiadis’, a critical essay that criticizes the
Church. This way it is being pointed out to the spectators and readers that
the play is evangelical and anti-Catholic as well.

Morosophus Morosophus dramatizes the opposition between true, divine
wisdom and a worldly wisdom, personified by the characters of Morosophus
and Sophia. In the key passage, Morosophus was furthermore associated to
scholasticism and Catholicism; Sophia to biblical humanism and Lutheranism.
The opposition and its undertones are supported by means of visual effects.

In Morosophus we encounter the typically spiritualistic feature of being in-
spired by the Holy Ghost. Gnapheus tries to bring this Spiritualism to terms
with Lutheranism, but similar efforts of propitiation resulted into nothing du-
ring the Colloquy of Rastenburg ten years earlier. Furthermore he criticizes the
Lutheran Menius, and this way he indirectly denounces Luther, Melanchthon
and the prosecution of dissidents by the Lutheran church.

The heresy trial and Gnapheus’ excommunication I doubt, however whe-
ther it was only Gnapheus’ dissident views that led to his excommunication
from the Lutheran church. The passages that are quoted in the charges may
indeed be called heretic, but they are torn from their context. The claims do
not stand and the plays are not mentioned in the excommunication. Gnapheus
himself names rivalry, animosity and his Dutch nationality as causes for what
happened.
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Hypocrisis Hypocrisis is firmly anti-Catholic in a time when the Lutheran
polemics mainly directed itself against religious dissidents within the evange-
lical movement itself. However, Gnapheus also dramatizes typical Lutheran
dogma’s, such as the dogma of the Law and the Gospel. In my opinion the
play contains iconoclastic sentiments as well. The reform message is being
founded by visual means.

Reform discourse Gnapheus uses the same stereotypes of Catholics and
evangelical believers as was common in the religious debate.

For instance, the binary opposition between the worldly scholar and the
humble sage that plays an important part in Morosophus was frequently used
in the reform debate. Martyrologies, for example, often contrast the distin-
guished theologian, but without any scriptural knowledge, with the modest
‘heretic’, who is well-versed in Scripture.

Since the spectators and readers were familiar with these motives and their
connotations from contemporary woodcuts, rituals and other Latin or verna-
cular literature and theatre, they could easily derive the reform message.

Conclusion With his comedies Gnapheus attributed to the ongoing discussi-
ons within the Republic of Letters and the evangelical movement. The topics
were outdated, but the polemics against scholastic theology and Catholicism
remained evergreen.

The contemporary reports are mostly written by the educated elite. Even
Gnapheus’ own remarks in the preliminaries to his comedies point to an educa-
ted public. Still I cannot and do not wish to exclude the possibility of people
visiting the performances who did not understand Latin. Gnapheus puts a
lot of effort in making the performance understandable for the illiterate and
semi-literate.

By using Klapper’s model of limited effects I have tried to establish, apart
from the reports, that Acolastus, Eloquentiae Triumphus and Morosophus have
reached a large part of the spectators and readers: The dramatic plays often
have similarities to Catholic and evangelical beliefs and they target a humanist
public, where religious sympathies were not very important. For all we can
say of the circulation, Acolastus and Eloquentiae Triumphus were the most
successful: They were performed and printed the most, in both Catholic and
reformist parts. The dissemination of Morosophus and Hypocrisis was small,
because those plays targeted an exclusively evangelical audience. With the
help of modern theories of communication, the limits of what we are able to
say about the effect of sixteenth-century Latin plays were stretched.
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